
ACCRA BEACH HOTEL CASE ANALYSIS

Identify the various market segments currently served by the hotel. What are the pros and cons of seeking to serve
customers from several.

On the other hand, it will bear a publicity effect as the marketing exposure through the Board if they chose to
host â€¦show more contentâ€¦ The promised promotion by WICS in its events will greatly benefit the hotel in a
way that it will be noticeable to the sports loving community and athletes alike. Jacinto, Charito H. In other
words, it would be profitable to accept the booking Other Considerations CONS If regular guests are turned
away, what is the risk that they will find another hotel and not return to the ABH? Identify the various market
segments currently served by the hotel. This superior service centered around a business plan that was based
on Asian standards of hospitality. What are the pros and cons of seeking to serve customers from several
segments? There has being a downward fall in profitability performance. Different segments at hotel. In that
case, there would be a long-term revenue loss for ABH, not just a one-time loss. Austria I. Also the revenue
from food servings would be expected to lower down since most athletes were supposed to dine out. There is a
counter cyclical trend in visiting of different segments. Cons of serving customers from several segments The
Cons of serving customers from several segments can be summarized along the following points Different
market segments may have different demands and it may be difficult to efficiently serve each segment.
Conclusion: ABH patronage seems to be shifting from vacationers to businesspeople p. Some seek solace,
some seek adventure and thrill while some are more concerned about business. This could hamper relation
with regular customers. This may generate bad word-of-mouth and lead to long-term loss of business, with
existing guests fearful that more large sporting groups will be using the hotel in future. Also, guests from
North America and Europe will be more tempted to seek a warm sunny vacation in Barbados when the
weather in their own countries is cold and damp. The factors that leads to variations in demand for rooms at a
hotel such as the Accra Beach are seasonal cycles, economic cycles and days of the week. Also these
sportsmen being highly regarded celebrities more focus of the hotel staff would have had to be put on them
than the general customers which could create negative brand equity. West Indien Cricket Servies, an
important international sporting event, sent a request to the hotel manager of the Accra Beach Hotel that
concerns hosting WICS accomodation for a special rate. Pros of serving several segments. Segments are often
counter-cyclical. What are the pros and cons of seeking to serve customers from several segments? What
action should Cherita Howard take and why? It is now then the call of the sales manager whether to accept the
inquiry or not. On the other hand business customers are found during official working days when there may
not be many holidaymakers. Thus, vacationers and individual travelers may come at times of year when
business travel is down, and vice versa Exhibit 4 suggests, however, that is not the case at the ABH. What
factors lead to variations in demand for rooms at a hotel such as the Accra Beach? Vacationers dress casually
and are out to have a relaxing carefree time. Breakfast costs are calculated at 95 percent of the theoretical
maximum because not all will eat it. Answer: As the West Indies Cricket Board has put up a booking request,
before making a decision to approve it or not there is a number of issues to be considered. Also since the hotel
was moving from vacation oriented customers to more business oriented customers the damage done by
turning down vacationers is most likely to be made up by increasing focus on business customers who are
lesser likely to not consider a second visit due to temporary inconvenience. The fact of serving different
market segment may require some extra training of the staffs of certain segments the failure of which may
result to poor service. Different segments behave in different ways and their needs and expectations may
clash. What factors lead to variations in demand for rooms at a hotel such as the Accra Beach? Maniago, Kim
Russel B. Answer: A. Seasonal cycle - Hotel such as Accra Beach will depends highly on seasonal cycle, hotel
will be in low demand on September  The head of the WICB was asking for a discount for 50 of the rooms of
the hotel. What factors lead to variations in demand at a hotel such as the Accra Beach? Serving both the
segments mean the hotel is never idle throughout the year and resources are utilized. Note the comments from
vacationers who think its weird to see suit clad businessmen chatting on their cell phones at the beach p.
Financial Analysis. Recommendation The hotel should consider having an expansion to accomodate more
guests and to be able to provide them with utmost service.


